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Parts of Speech  
 
Noun: a person, place, thing, or idea 
Types of nouns: 

 proper—capitalized; used to identify a particular person, place, or thing, such as 
“Nova Community College” and “Kleenex tissues.” 

 concrete—has a physical presence, such as “table” and “chair.” 

 abstract—an idea or concept with no physical presence or properties, such as “thought” 
and “feeling.” 

 singular—one, such as “headset” and “box.”  

 plural—generally has an “s” or “es” at the end, such as “headsets” and “boxes.” 

 possessive—has an apostrophe “s,” such as “the boy’s locker.” 

 plural and possessive—has an “s” and then the apostrophe, such as “the boys’ lockers.” 
 
Pronoun: a word used instead of a noun to indicate someone or something already mentioned 

or known.  
 
Adjective: a word that describes a noun or pronoun. 

For example: a cute, playful puppy. 
 
Verb: a word expressing a physical or mental action or state of being. 

 A physical action (e.g., to swim, to write, to climb)  

 A mental action (e.g., to think, to guess, to consider) 

 A state of being (e.g., to be, to exist, to appear)                                                
(http://www.grammar-monster.com/lessons/verbs.htm) 
 

Adverb: a word that describes a verb, an adjective, or another adverb and often end in “ly.”  

For example: She ran very quickly. 
The word “quickly” is an adverb that describes the verb “ran,” and 
the word “very” is also an adverb that describes “quickly.” 
 
Preposition: a word, usually small, used with a noun or pronoun that connects another word or 

a phrase to the sentence and shows a relationship. 
As examples: 
She  drove in her new BMW . 
The cat slept on the desk. 
He ran around the track. 

 
Conjunction: a word that connects phrases and sentences. 

FANBOYS stands for these conjunctions: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so. 
Do not forget to put a comma before one of the FANBOYS if your sentence has this format: 
 
 Subject  Verb  [, one of the FANBOYS]  Subject  Verb. 
 
For example: Mickey Mouse [subject] likes [verb] going to the beach, and Donald Duck [subject] 
likes [verb] skateboarding. (Use a comma.) 

http://www.grammar-monster.com/lessons/verbs.htm
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAkQjRwwAGoVChMItPGusIjlxwIViI4NCh2l6QBX&url=https://plus.google.com/u/0/109128887010801019841&psig=AFQjCNHUuJLhkBlWAfZ-04z-SHi6psKoUg&ust=1441720191675032
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But if your sentence does not have both a subject and verb after the conjunction, your sentence 
does not need a comma, for example: Mickey [subject] likes [verb] going to the beach and 
watching action movies. (No comma is needed.) 
 

Parts of a Sentence 
 
Subject: who or what is doing the action in the sentence and/or what the sentence is about. 
Verb: (see above) 
Object: who or what receives the action in a sentence. 
 
Mickey bought a book. “Mickey” is the subject, “bought” is the verb, and “book” is the object. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Uncountable Nouns 

 
The following is a list of some nouns that are almost always uncountable. These are treated as 
singular nouns. The words in bold are often, and incorrectly, made plural. 
 

advertising clothing furniture luggage research 

advice commerce gas machinery safety 

aid currency hardware money traffic 

air education homework news transportation 

audience electricity information power travel 

aid employment intelligence progress unemployment 

baggage equipment knowledge quality water 

business evidence labor quantity work 

 
Collective Nouns 
 

Collective nouns describe a group. Some words, such as “management,” “staff,” “choir,” 
“audience,” “family,” “orchestra,” and “board of directors” are more often used as singular nouns. 
However, if the intent is to indicate all the individuals within the group, rather than the group as a 
whole, these words may be used as plurals. As examples: 
 
Singular:  The audience loved the play, and it showed its appreciation by clapping loudly.  
 (one group as a whole) 
Plural:      Management chose to give raises to all employees, and Jimmy thanked each one of 
 them personally. (Here the writer separates “management” into individual people.) 
 
Pronouns—Types  

 
 

Subject Object Possessive 

First Person I, we me, us my, mine, our, ours 

Second Person you you your, yours 

Third Person he, she, it, they him, her, it, them his, her, hers, its, their, theirs 
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Pronouns—Singulars and Plurals 
 
Most important, match your pronouns with your related nouns and verbs. For example: 
A corporation need to rely on their employees to closely monitor their financial data so that they 
can maintain adequate controls over their expenditures. Wrong. 

 
A corporation is singular and requires singular pronouns and singular verbs: 
A corporation needs to rely on its employees to closely monitor its financial data so that it can 
maintain adequate controls over its expenditures. Correct. 
 

Some pronouns that are always singular include: 
 • Anyone 
 • Everyone 
 • No one 
 • Someone (Notice the pattern: “one.”) 
 • Anybody 
 • Nobody (Notice “one body.”) 
 • Each 
 
Pronouns that are either singular or plural depend on their related nouns. 
 
 • All 

  All of the students are young. (plural) 
  All of the class is smart. (“class” is one group.) 
 
 • Any 
  Any of the students are capable of doing these math problems. (plural) 
  Any on the team is available to help you. (“team” is one group.) 
 
 • Most 

  Most of the classes have a number of international students. (“Classes” is plural.) 
  Most of the beer was gone. (“Beer” is considered uncountable, therefore, singular. 
  Two cans of beer is countable, therefore, plural.) 
 
 • None 

  None of the employees take work home. (“Employees” is plural.) 
  None on the team has to pull more weight than any of the other team members. 
  (“Team” is one group.) 
 
 • Some 

  Some of the members of the board are useless. (“Members” is plural) 
  Some of the management is very competent. (“Management” is considered one unit.) 
 
Adjectives—Comparatives and Superlatives 
 

Adjectives take on different forms when there is a comparison, usually ending in “er,” for 
example: My car is bigger than your car. 
 
Adjectives also usually have “est” at the end if something is the biggest, the best, or the most in 
a category. For example: They have the largest house on the block. 
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Adjective Comparative Superlative 

big bigger biggest 

fat fatter fattest 

large larger largest 

long longer longest 

old older oldest 

tall taller tallest 

thin thinner thinnest 

wise wiser wisest 

uses two words:   

beautiful more beautiful most beautiful 

careful more careful most careful 

generous more generous most generous 

important more important most important 

intelligent more intelligent most intelligent 

peaceful more peaceful most peaceful 

pleasant more pleasant most pleasant 

thoughtful more thoughtful most thoughtful 

ends in y, add i:   

angry angrier angriest 

busy busier busiest 

happy happier happiest 

uses other forms:   

good better best 

bad worse worst 

far farther farthest 

little less least 

many more most 

narrow narrower narrowest 

 
One, Another, Other, The Other, Others, and The Others—More Adjectives and Pronouns 

 

Adjective Meaning Pronoun Meaning 

one 
the first item  

a single thing or unit  
one a single item 

another 
one other 

the second  
another one more item 

other 

the remaining ones 
those not already mentioned 

different ones 

  

the other 
the last one in a group 

the rest 
the other the last one in the group 

  others different ones 

  the others the last ones in a group 
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Some examples include: 

 Having one [a first] chocolate chip cookie is good, but having another [a second] is even 
better. 

 

 One student received a C, another received a B, and the others all received As. 
 

 The first group gave a presentation on Mickey’s Company, and the other group gave a 
presentation on Disneyland. (only two groups) 

 
Verb Tenses and Forms 
 

The following is a brief discussion of verb tenses. 

  Verb Forms 
Verb 

Tenses 
 

Simple Progressive Perfect Perfect Progressive 

Present  write/s am/is/are writing have/has written have/has been writing 
Past  wrote was/were writing had written had been writing 

Future  will/shall write will be writing will have written will have been writing 
 
Some notes: 
• Future tense verbs have the helping verbs “will” or “shall.” 
 
• Sentences in the perfect tense include two events or actions, such as: 
 I had finished my homework [event one] before my boyfriend arrived [event two]. 
 For present perfect tense, another action is assumed, for example, the sentence:  
 “I have studied for two hours” implies that I will do more studying.  
 
• Progressive verbs, also known as continuous verbs, indicate something happening 

continuously over a certain period of time, for example: I will be studying [continuously] 
tomorrow from one to five in the afternoon [a certain period of time]. 

 
• Perfect progressive verbs include not only a helping verb but a form of the verb “be,” 
 For example: I had been studying for eight hours before you arrived.  
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Modals—Some Helping Verbs 

 
Modals are helping verbs that provide further explanations of the main verb.  
 
Some examples follow:   

Modal Meaning Example 

can ability Mickey Mouse can lift ten-pound weights. 

could 

a) past of “can” 
b) condition 
c) possibility 
d) request 
e) suggestion 

a) Minnie could dance very well by the time she was six. 
b) If Mickey gets home early, we could go out to dinner. 
c) Pluto could disrupt an entire office. 
d) “Could you tie my tie?” Mickey asked Minnie. 
e) “We could go ice skating today,” Minnie said to Mickey. 

  may permission * 
Minnie told Melody Mouse that she may go outside and play 
after she finishes her homework. 

might possibility * “My company might just succeed,” Mickey told Donald. 

must obligation Huey must study harder to get into a good college. 

should 
advice or  
an order 

Daisy told Donald Duck that he should get better organized 
at work and stop quacking so much. 

will determination 
Minnie will show Mickey that her company will achieve 
greatness. 

would 
request 
 
action not taken 

Minnie asked Mickey, “Would you please carry in my 
suitcase for me?” 
Minnie told Daisy, “I would have gone to the party if Mickey 
had come home from work on time.” 

* Note: may and might are now often used interchangeably, but these are their original meanings.  
 

Transition Adverbs 
 
Transition words can connect clauses or phrases together and smooth the flow between 
sentences. Some examples of transition adverbs include: 
 

addition cause/result condition contrast emphasis time 

also accordingly hence although certainly afterward 

in addition hence otherwise but indeed later 

besides so  consequently in fact meanwhile 

finally therefore  however undoubtedly now 

further thus  instead  then 

furthermore   nevertheless  thereafter 

incidentally   on the other hand   

likewise   still   

moreover   yet   

next      

similarly      
 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                            
 

 


